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JOB CREATION-A KEY TO INDIA'S SUSTAINABLE GROWTH
K R Sudhaman
rime Minister Narendra Modi
announced from the ramparts of
P
Red Fort on the independence day

that the two mantras of his government's economic strategy would be
job creation and tackling farmers'
woes. In a country, where 10-12 million enter job market every year, no
government can ignore this fact and
rightly Mr. Modi from the day he
assumed office in May 2014, has
been laying emphasis on job creation. This is all the more important
as 65 per cent of the vast 1.25 billion
population in the country are below
the age of 35.
If India were to cash-in on this demographic dividend, it needed to give a
fillip to labour intensive technology,
infrastructure and micro, small and
medium enterprises. The Make-inIndia campaign, the Digital India coupled with Skill India launched by Mr.
Modi is aimed at creating the much
needed employment in the country.
The Make in India campaign
launched last year is aimed at India
becoming a global manufacturing
hub, particularly that of labour-intensive production like textiles, garments
and small and medium enterprises.
Small and Medium Enterprises
(SME) sector accounted for nearly 40
per cent of India's GDP and 45 per
cent of exports. Sectors like hand-

looms, handicrafts too had huge
potential for job creation apart from IT
and IT enabled services.
But if these sectors were to flourish, the youth should possess necessary skills so as to be absorbed in for
production activity. The education
provided by many of our schools and
colleges do not make them employable
and hence required to be skilled. It is
precisely for this reason Mr. Modi had
decided to lay emphasis on skill development. The target is to provide skill
development to at least 500 million
people in 5-10 years, which is nearly
half the population.
The government has also made it
clear that here on all public and private investments that required its
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CHANDIGARH ADMINISTRATION
Chandigarh Administration, Police
Department requires 520 Constables
Last Date : 31.12.2015
(pg 14)

clearance or assistance, will have to
make a commitment on the number
of jobs that the investment would create. Mr. Modi followed it up with a
meeting with Indian businessmen in
October last, in which he emphasized
the need for pushing investment in
private sector and job creation would
be the thrust of such investments. He
nudged the businessmen to invest in
labour-intensive areas that included
textiles. Government's decision to
encourage electronics industry in the
country is also expected to boost job
creation. Government proposed to
encourage $400 billion in electronics,
IT software and hardware, mobile
manufacture and so on. His visits to
Middle East, US, UK, Japan,

Canada, France, South Korea,
Germany, China and more recently
to South East Asia have set the stage
for attracting more foreign investment into India.
At the moment India is the only
attractive investment destination with
growth slowing down in many
advanced countries. The growth has
slowed down in China as well. With
little growth potential in advanced
nations, the large global companies
see opportunity only in India for
investment with ever growing middle
class and young population. India is
the only country that can witness
consumer demand pick up in the
coming years and decades.
This is also the time when India
could step up infrastructure development. India had huge infrastructure
deficit and with global commodity
prices of crude oil, steel, coal,
cement and other materials falling,
investment in infrastructure will yield
better outcome with costs coming
down. This will also push up jobs in
construction industry.
The Indian Railways is investing
over Rs one lakh crore this financial
year and propose to invest Rs 8.5
lakh crore in modernisation of railways in the next five years. This
would create substantial jobs besides

S.B. Singh

T

he final test of preparations for any competitive examination lies in scoring high marks in order to ensure
success. The syllabus of the Civil Services (Main) examination being so vast, there has to be a winning strategy
for a candidate during the last leg of its preparations.
Marks scored in the four General Studies (GS) papers ,
together with the Essay paper will decide the selection
in the main examination. Of these, GS Papers I , II and III,
which deal with subjects like History, Culture, Geography,
Polity, International Relations, Economics, Science &
Technology
and
Internal Security offer
certain limitations in
terms of scoring high
marks. First, each of
these GS papers has
been made amorphous in terms of
their syllabus.
In
other words, in one
paper, more than one
discipline has been
mixed. For example,
in GS paper-I, you
have
History,
Geography , Culture
and Indian society all packed into one. Similarly GS
paper-II is a mixture of Polity, Governance, International
Relations, and Social issues. GS paper-III has three
areas viz; Economy, Science & Technology, Internal
Security and Disaster Management. This amorphous
nature of these GS papers has resulted in severe limitations on balanced preparations. Therefore, scoring high

marks in these papers i.e. Paper I, II and III is a daunting
task.
On the other hand, the syllabus of the Ethics paper
which is GS-IV in the main examination, is not amorphous. It is not a mixture of various areas like GS I, II and
III. Ethics paper means Ethics only. So it lends itself to a
much better preparation due to its single subject specific
syllabus. Secondly, this paper is not based on facts and
figures. It is a completely analytical paper and very general questions need to be answered from daily experiences. Although there is a
syllabus, the ethics paper
does not require an academic pursuit of the given
syllabus. Only general
contours should be known
and
commonsensical
answers should be written
in the exam. Text book
type knowledge will not
help at all to answer the
ethics questions. This is
why most of the books and
other materials which
attempt to cover the syllabus in narrow, definitive
terms have miserably failed to help the candidates. The
little known fact about the ethics syllabus is that the questions do not require so much of textual knowledge of the
topic, but their contextual knowledge. The answers to
most of the questions will come from your life experiences,
wider general readings and not from some text books. In
Continued on page 32
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creating much needed rail infrastructure.
Government proposed to invest $1
trillion in infrastructure development in
the next five years. These investments
in ports, airports, highways, rural roads,
housing, telecom and power will not
only kick-start the sagging economy
but also create employment. The proposal to create 100 smart cities in the
country, promotion of industrial clusters
and food parks in the country too would
generate additional employment.
The emphasis on renewable energy
and raising the target of solar power
generation to one lakh Mw and wind
power to 60,000 Mw in the next five
years entailing investment of $150 billion. Both solar and wind power generation is labour intensive particularly at
the time of installation. Off grid applications are spread all over the country.
If India were to shine and growth to
become inclusive, rural India compris-

PREPARING ETHICS ...
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fact , the questions require your own
perspective , not someone else's.
Most of the questions relate to the
moral universe to which we as
humans are supposed to inhabit in
addition to the physical universe
which we occupy.
Therefore, while attempting the
ethics paper in the main examination,
one need not go with a text book perspective but a down to earth, commonsensical perspective. While
answering the questions, the following things must be kept in mind:
I. Always fit in words like integrity,
compassion, objectivity, impartiality
etc in your answer because it is an
ethics paper. In other words, your
answers should be around these
terms.
II. Always quote some great thinker
or leader if that fits into the answer.
Like for example, Gandhi's famous
quote "there is enough for our need
but not for our greed" or "charity
begins at home" etc.
III. If possible, give examples from
some experience you have yourself
gone through in your life.
IV. Always try and relate your
answer to find a solution to the moral,
ethical crisis in our personal lives, in
administration or in environment or
business or similar other topics
because questions will be around
these issues only.
CASE STUDIES IN ETHICS
PAPER
Apart from answering questions
set from the syllabus, you have also
to write some case studies and suggest solutions to the problems raised
Government of India

Ministry of Finance
Department of Revenue
Corrigendum
In continuation to the advertisement
published in Employment News (1117 October, 2014), for the post of
Administrative Officer in the
Income Tax Settlement Commission, revised vacancy circular may
be seen in the website: http://www.
dor.gov.in. Last date for receipt
application will be 45 days from the
date of publishing the corrigendum
in Employment News. The candidates who had applied in response
to the above advertisement need not
apply again.
davp 15301/11/0030/1516
36/55/Central Government/Other/
Other/Other/Other/Delhi
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ing six lakh villages will have to develop. The fruit of development has to percolate down to village level. This will
happen only if there are jobs in small
towns. In this context, government's
proposal to encourage industrial clusters will help.
Urban development initiatives AMRUT, Smart Cities Mission and
Housing for all unveiled by Mr. Modi
recently are expected to help create
additional 34 lakh jobs. The initiative to
build 100 smart cities across the country is a "decisive step" and will create a
significant multiplier effect for over 250
crore and ancillary sectors including
infrastructure, logistics and modern
retail, according to ASSOCHAM
President Rana Kapoor.
Weak external demand meant pick
up in labour-intensive sectors like textiles and gems and jewellery that
depend on exports for growth will not
see a pick up in the near term. The government, therefore, would have to
focus on newer areas like food processing, urban and rural infrastructure,
highway development for job creation.

That is precisely what the government
has proposed to do in the coming
months.
The kick-starting of stalled projects
is another area, which is receiving
great attention. At one point of time
there were Rs 18 lakh crore worth of
stalled projects. The previous government cleared Rs six lakh crore of projects and the present government has
cleared close to that amount in the last
one and half years.
There is opportunity for the economy
to attain a new high but this requires
giving a big push to economic reforms
to take advantage of foreign investors
queuing up to invest in India. The rollout of, Goods and Services tax, a game
changing indirect tax reform will push
India's GDP by 1.5-2 per cent by creating free movement of goods and services in the country besides a uniform
tax rate. Also ease of doing business,
stability in tax laws are some the
issues, which are a source of irritation
to foreign investors. Government has
already taking steps to improve ease of
doing business by simplifying rules and

states have started competing with
each other to promote single window
clearance to attract foreign investment.
All these augur well for the economy
and it has to be a constant endeavour
to improve the situation on the ground,
which government and states have
started working on. The business confidence is returning, the feel good factor
among foreign investors is visible but
the government needs to hasten
reforms to fully win back the trust of
investors. India is set to achieve economic growth rate between 7.5-8 per
cent this year. The improvement in the
ease of doing business coupled with
roll-out of GST will push the growth rate
to 9-10 per cent, which will be close to
India's growth potential. Also with inflation moderating, fiscal deficit and current account deficit under control, surging foreign exchange reserves and
falling interest rates, the investment
would pick up with consumer demand
surging in the country. The economic
prospects can only improve.
(The author is a senior business journalist.
Email: sudhaman23@yahoo.co.uk)

in the case studies. The purpose of
the case study is to test your ability to
understand situations of administrative, moral or ethical dilemmas and
work out a pragmatic solution. The
case studies asked in the last two
years main examination clearly
establish the fact that they are not too
complicated to resolve.
UPSC
knows quite well that a student is not
in a real position of power or authority to solve the case. Therefore, the
expectation from the case study is to
understand it in simple terms and
offer simple workable solutions.
However, more than the solution it is
the structure of the answer to a case
study that holds significance.
Answering a case study is not akin to
answering a GS question. Therefore,
the format has to be entirely different
for answering a case study. I suggest
the following steps to answer a case
study in the best possible way:
Step I: Read the case study at least
twice to understand what it is basically about. In a given case study, many
facts will be included, however, not all
of them will be relevant from the point
of view of finding a solution.
Step II: Write down the major facts
that have emerged from your careful
reading of the case. Impress upon the
examiner this way that you have the
capacity to pinpoint the facts presented in the case.
Step III: Locate the key points in the
case study which will emerge from
examining the gathered facts about
the case. These key points will lead
to finding the solution.
Step IV: Work out a solution to the
case on the basis of the following
principles*Is your solution a workable solution
or a theoretical one? Go for the work-

able solution.
* Is the solution within your sphere of
authority or not. In other words, are you
the authority to decide the matter or it
lies with other authorities to solve it?
* Your call of duty. Is the case asking
you to perform a duty enjoined on you
due to a particular position you occupy?
*Is your solution within laws, rules
and regulations?
* What are the possible consequences of the solution? Will the
decision lead to positive consequences or create more problems
than it will solve?
Step V: If the case has not offered
various options to choose from, then
you have to just write your single
solution and not giving multiple solutions on your own.
Step VI: If the case itself has offered
some options and then asks you to
choose the option, then you may
choose one or more options by analyzing all the options and your reason
for choosing one or more options. If
given a choice and freedom to do so,
you may also suggest your own
options beyond the given options. If
you do not agree with any of the options
suggested in the case, you can reject
them all citing your reasons and then
give your own option.
The solution you have offered must
reflect the following aspects of your
personality.
1. That you can provide positive
solutions in situations of dilemmas.
2. That your solution is quick to
implement.
3. That your solution is well within
rules and regulations within
which you are supposed to function.

4.
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That you can provide 'out of box'
solutions to complex situations.
5. That you will hold values of
integrity, objectivity, impartiality in
your solution.
6. That you will show compassion,
empathy in deserving cases.
7. That you possess a high sense
of public duty, that you are committed to public service.
8. That you hold the core foundational values of Civil Services.
Having suggested this let me draw
the attention towards a common mistake many candidates are prone to
commit in writing a case study
answer. While offering their solution,
they exceed the brief given in the
case study and offer solutions which
are not solicited in the case study.
Many candidates offer some long
term solution to the issue which is not
mentioned in the case study. Always
remember that your job is to solve the
case in the context of the given case
study and not offer unsolicited solutions and suggestions. Though those
solutions and suggestions may be
correct, but they are not appropriate
in the given case study.
Finally, it is always better to write
the case studies first and then take up
general questions in the ethics paper.
Case studies will require a fresh
mind, a lot of thinking and preparing
the sketch work before actually writing them. If you take them up in the
last minutes, you will not be able to
concentrate well on finding the solution. A case study cannot be
answered in a hurry at all.
(S.B. Singh is an academician and
IAS mentor. He can be reached at
email: sb_singh2003@yahoo.com)
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